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1 Read about the Eden Project and with a partner decide whether the statements below are
true (T) or false (F).

Before you watch...

The Eden Project first opened on 17th March
2001 with the aim to conserve and protect
some of the world’s most endangered plant
species by growing them in a series of huge
domes called biomes which are situated in a
disused quarry near St. Austell in Cornwall.
These domes are made out of hundreds of
hexagons and several pentagons. They created
different evironments; a tropical environment
and a warm temperate Mediterranean
environment. A further Outdoor Biome
represents the temperate regions of the world.
As well as housing plants which are near to
extinction, you can also see some kinds of
birds, insects and reptiles.

In September 2005 a new addition to the
Eden Project, the Core, was opened. This is an
environmental education facility with
classrooms and exhibitions focussing on the
relationship between people and plants.

The Eden Project was also used as a filming
location for the 2002 Bond film: Die Another
Day and several concerts have been held
there with artists including Amy Winehouse
and James Morrison.

T F
1 The Eden Project first opened in March 2005. �� ��
2 Its aim is to protect some of the world’s most endangered animals. �� ��
3 It is situated in a disused quarry in Cornwall. �� ��
4 The Biomes are made out of thousands of hexagons. �� ��
5 Different types of environments have been created inside the Biomes. �� ��
6 The Outdoor Biome represents life outdoors. �� ��
7 Reptiles as well as plants can be found in the Biomes. �� ��
8 The Core is the centre of the Biome. �� ��
9 It was added to the Eden Project in the autumn of 2005. �� ��
10 A film on the Eden project has recently been made. �� ��

The Eden Project
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2 Work in pairs and choose the correct
answer.

1 What was Lucy’s dream project?

A �� To teach school children.

B �� To learn how to grow her own fruit.

C �� To stop people buying food.

3 What is the problem with growing fruits
and vegetables in schools?

A �� They take too long too grow.

B �� There isn’t enough time.

C �� The fruit is ripe in August.

4 What solution did they come up with?

A �� The children built greenhouses.

B �� The school bought greenhouses.

C �� They looked for special domes.

3 Listen to the description of a geodesic
dome and put the sentences in the
correct order.

A �� You can see some of the hexagons 
and pentagons that are in the 
domes.

B �� They put concrete in the ground

C �� A geodesic dome is a like a small   
version of what you might see in the
Eden Project, in Cornwall.

D �� It makes a very strong structure.

E �� They are spheres made out of 
triangles, which then go into either 
hexagons or pentagons.

0:54 - 1:47

0:00 - 0:54

While you watch...

4 Complete the table with the words below.

chemicals    bad insects    environment
No    help    Intensive

5 Answer the questions.

1 What sort of things do they grow?

___________________________________

2 What is a “dye garden”?

___________________________________

3 What do they keep a record of?

___________________________________

4 What do they compare?

___________________________________

5 How many subjects have they worked
with?

___________________________________

6 In groups plan a similiar environmental
project. Include the following information.

- when you will meet - what you will grow

After you watch...

2:25 - end

1:48 - 2:25

Dome One

Natural
(1) ___________

(4) ___________
environment

Insects that eat 
(2) ___________
___________

(5) ___________
insects

Plants (3) ___________
and feed each other.

Plants are fed with
lots of good
(6) ___________

Dome Two



Before you watch…

1 1 F It opened in March 2001.
2 F Its aim is to protect some of the world’s most endangered plants.
3 T
4 F The Biomes are made out of hundreds of hexagons.
5 T
6 F The Outdoor Biome represents the temperate regions of the world.
7 T
8 F The Core is an environmental education facility.
9 T
10 F Films have been located there.

While you watch…

2 1 A 2 C 3 A

3 1 C 2 E 3 A 4 D 5 B

4

5 1 They grow medieval herbs and vegetables.
2 A dye garden is where plants that make colours are grown.
3 They keep a record of the sort of wildlife they see.
4 They compare what happens when vegetables grow outside to when vegetables are grown in the 

domes.
5 They have worked with eight subjects.

After you watch…

6 Risposte personali
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Dome One

Natural
(1) environment

(4) Intensive
environment

Insects that eat 
(2) bad insects

(5) No insects

Plants (3) help
and feed each other.

Plants are fed with
lots of good
(6) chemicals

Dome Two


